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Section 803.  CONCRETE SIDEWALK, SIDEWALK RAMPS, AND 
STEPS

803.01. Description.  The work consists of constructing concrete 
sidewalks, sidewalk ramps, and steps. 

803.02. Materials.  Provide materials in accordance with the following: 

Sound Earth .................................................................................... 205 
Concrete, Grade P2, P1 ................................................................. 601 
Concrete, Grade S3, S2 ................................................................. 701 
Granular Material Class II ............................................................... 902 
Curing Compound .......................................................................... 903 
Steel Reinforcement ....................................................................... 905 
Pipe Railing .................................................................................... 908 
Joint Fillers ..................................................................................... 914 

A. Steps.  Use Grade P1 or Grade S2 concrete for steps.  The 
Department will allow precast steps if the Engineer determines that 
precast steps meet requirements for cast-in-place steps. 

B. Detectable Warning Surfaces.  Provide detectable warning 
surfaces, selected from the Qualified Products List, that contrast visually 
with adjacent walking surfaces, either light-on-dark or dark-on-light.  Only 
use pre-fabricated detectable warning products, placed or grouted in 
newly cast concrete sidewalk ramps.  The Engineer may allow the use of 
surface applied pre-fabricated products as retrofits on existing concrete 
only.  Ensure surface applied products include mechanical anchors. 

803.03. Construction. 

A. Preparation of Base.  Excavate to the required depth and to a width 
that will allow forming.  Remove unsuitable material below the required 
depth and replace with sound earth.  Shape and compact the base to 
conform to the section shown on the plans. 

B. Forms.  Use either fixed forms or slip forms.  Provide straight, full 
depth, un-warped forms that will resist springing during concrete 
placement.  Firmly stake fixed forms. 

C. Placing and Finishing Concrete.  Moisten the base before placing 
concrete.  Do not place concrete on a frozen base, or base that is 
unstable from excessive moisture.  Place the concrete and consolidate 
before finishing, ensuring the area along the surfaces of the forms is also 
consolidated.  Place and finish in a continuous operation. 

If replacing gutters in addition to sidewalk ramps, transition the gutter 
cross section in advance of the sidewalk ramp to meet the dimension 
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and profile in Standard Plan R-28 Series.  Use the same reinforcement 
pattern present in the existing gutter. 

Place the railing sockets for concrete steps in the plastic concrete or drill 
into the hardened concrete. 

Float the surface, but do not over-float, to produce a smooth surface, 
free from irregularities.  Round the edges and joints with an Engineer-
approved finishing tool. 

Texture the surface of sidewalks, sidewalk ramps, driveways and steps, 
with a coarse broom transverse to the direction of travel. 

D. Sidewalk Joints.  Construct transverse and longitudinal expansion 
and plane-of-weakness joints at intervals and locations shown on the 
plans.  Align transverse joints with like joints in adjacent slabs.  Construct 
joints with faces perpendicular to the surface of the sidewalk and no 
greater than ¼ inch from the position shown on the plans.  Construct 
transverse joints at right angles to the centerline of the sidewalk and 
longitudinal joints parallel to the centerline. 

Spade or vibrate and compact the concrete to fill voids at the faces of the 
joints.  Ensure a smooth finished surface, to the required grade. 

Place expansion joint filler the full depth of the joint, but slightly below the 
finished surface of the sidewalk. 

Cut the plane-of-weakness joints into the concrete after floating.  Cut 
plane-of-weakness joints to at least ¼ the thickness of the sidewalk and 
from � inch to ¼ inch wide.  Finish the cut joint smooth, to the line 
required by the contract documents. 

Do not seal the joints. 

E. Curing and Protection.  Cure and protect the concrete in 
accordance with subsection 602.03.M and subsection 602.03.T.  Allow 
pedestrian traffic after 48 hours. 

F. Railing for Steps.  Place the railing in the sockets and fill the space 
between the pipe and the socket with a non-shrink mortar or grout 
selected from the Qualified Products List. 

G. Backfilling.  After the concrete gains required strength, remove fixed 
forms and backfill with sound earth.  Compact and level the backfill 
1 inch below the concrete surface. 

H. Detectable Warning Surfaces.  Install detectable warning surfaces 
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and Standard Plan 
R-28 Series. 
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803.04. Measurement and Payment. 

Pay Item Pay Unit 
Sidewalk, Conc, __ inch ................................................... Square Foot 
Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, __ inch ........................................ Square Foot 
Detectable Warning Surface.......................................................... Foot 
Steps, Conc ........................................................................ Cubic Yard 
Railing for Steps ............................................................................ Foot 

A. Concrete Acceptance.  Conduct concrete quality control as 
specified in section 604.  The Engineer will conduct quality assurance as 
specified in section 605.  The Department will pay for this work based on 
the quality assurance results. 

B. Sidewalk, Concrete.  The Engineer will measure Sidewalk, Conc, 
of the required thickness, in place. 

C. Sidewalk Ramp.  The Engineer will measure Sidewalk Ramp, 
Conc, __ inch by the area of ramp and landing in place.  Ramped 
sidewalk includes sidewalk sloped greater than the normal continuous 
sidewalk grades to meet the elevation of the curb opening or 
intermediate landing. 

The unit price for Sidewalk Ramp, Conc, __ inch includes the cost of 
landings, monolithic rolled curbs or side flares along the longitudinal 
edges of the ramp or landing, and curb and gutter openings. 

The Engineer will not measure landing areas for payment if a landing, 
meeting the requirements of Standard Plan R-28 Series, is constructed 
with a proposed sidewalk or is retained with an existing sidewalk at the 
end of the ramp. 

The Department will pay separately for replacing sidewalks, curbs, or 
curb and gutter outside of the area measured for Sidewalk Ramp, 
Conc, __ inch. 

The Department will pay for rolled curb adjacent to the non-traffic edge of 
parallel or combination ramps separately, only if the required height 
exceeds 18 inches along a continuous run. 

D. Detectable Warning Surface.  The Engineer will measure 
Detectable Warning Surface in place by length along the center of the 
24 inches wide detectable warning material at required locations.  If the 
Contractor elects to remove the existing concrete sidewalk or sidewalk 
ramp in conjunction with retrofitting a detectable warning device, the unit 
price for Detectable Warning Surface will include the cost of removing 
sidewalk, sidewalk ramp, and restoration. 
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E. Steps, Concrete.  The Engineer will measure and the Department 
will pay for Steps, Conc based on plan quantities in accordance with 
subsection 109.01.A.  The unit price for Steps, Conc includes the cost of 
foundation preparation, constructing forms, providing and placing steel 
reinforcement, providing, placing, finishing, and curing concrete, 
providing and placing backfill, and cleanup. 

The Engineer will measure Railing for Steps in place by length of top 
rail, for each railing required.  The unit price for Steps, Conc includes 
the cost of providing, fabricating, galvanizing, installing, and grouting the 
railing. 

F. Backfill.  Unless the contract documents include separate pay items 
for backfill, the unit price for other items of work will include the cost of 
backfilling. 
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